TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR DISPOSE OFF 108 OLD AMBULANCES
THROUGH e-Konugolu Portal
1. To dispose 350 old ambulances (206 No. of vehicles parked at PHC,
Peddaoutapally, A.P. and 144 vehicles parked at EMRI Campus, Medchal,
Secunderabad, Telangana State) through AP e-Konugolu as per the G.O.
Rt. No. 514, dt: 08.10.2018
2. All the vehicles will be sold as scrap on “As is Where is” condition
3. RCs and other papers will not be issued to the successful bidders
4. Before participating in the auction the bidders have to inspect all the
vehicles on their own, no grievances will be entertained at the later case.
5. Any dispute will be settled in Vijayawada jurisdiction only.
6. Base price to be fixed at Rs.40,000/7. Bid increment rate is fixed at Rs. 500/8. TCS will be collected @ 1% of (sale value + GST) from the bidder.
9. Bidders to pay the bid amount to e-Konugolu within 15 days from the date
of bid confirmation
10. The successful bidders should lift the vehicles within 15 days from date of
issue of delivery order by e-Konugolu. If he fails to lift the vehicle within 15
days, penalty of Rs. 500/- per day per each vehicle will be collected from
the bidder.
11. After 30 days the bidder has to forego bid amount paid and delivery order
will be cancelled.
12. The committee chairman/ his authorized representative reserves the right
to accept / reject , any offer / bid for the vehicles offered for sale in full or
part thereof, prior to or after the acceptance of bid without specifying any
reasons thereof.
13. Auto extension time for auction is fixed at 5 minutes.
14. To pay an EMD of Rs. 5,000/- per each vehicle by the buyer to e-Konugolu
as per the mode of payment decided by e-Konugolu.
15. Each vehicle is considered as one lot.
16. The CH&FW shall have the right to postpone / cancel the sale and reauction the same without assigning any reasons / notice thereof.
17. The successful bidder should make his own arrangements to lift the lot /lots
from the location.
18. GST will be collected from the bidder at the rate of 18% or as applicable on
date of auction. Only GST registered bidders are entitled to participate in
the bidding. Responsibility of paying GST is held with bidder only, the GST

will be payable by the bidder under RCM(Reverse charge mechanism) as
per section 9(3) of the GST Act.Bidders can have their temporary GST
registration using their PAN Card. Delivery of vehicles can be made, only
after showing the proof of GST payment.
19. Each day 3 auctions will be conducted.
20. No guarantee is given in any sort, and no grievances will be entertained by
the department after auction.

Note: e- konugolu portal link
https://konugolu.ap.gov.in

